Banned Books Week

What's scarier than censorship? Did you know that Alvin Schwartz' classic series of folklore and urban legend tales, *Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark*, has been one of the top ten challenged books for almost 20 years? Come to the library and check out books that (some) people don't want you to read!

**SOME SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK**

From the fear of the unknown to the horror of existence, these books will keep you up at night.
**Men and Snakes**
*Where are their arms and legs? It's not Okay!*
This is not just a book about snakes. There are plenty of those already. It is a book about man's relationships with snakes throughout history.
[Check it out here.](#)

**In the Dust of this Planet**
The world is increasingly unthinkable, a world of planetary disasters, emerging pandemics, and the looming threat of extinction. Author Eugene Thacker suggests that we look to the genre of horror as offering a way of thinking about the unthinkable world.
[Check it out here.](#)

**Literature of the Occult**
A collection of essays on ghosts, vampires, and spiritualism in literature. Includes the essay "The Beating of Black Wings: Supernatural Horror in Edgar Allan Poe" by H.P. Lovecraft
[Check it out here.](#)

**The Lottery and Other Stories**
There are holes in the world and the seeds of dread are everywhere.
[Check it out here.](#)

**Dracula was a Woman: in Search of the Blood Countess of Transylvania**
One of the first English-language books written about Hungarian Countess Elizabeth Bathory.
[Check it out here.](#)

**Your House is on Fire, Your Children all Gone**
"Appalling and beautiful"
[Check it out here.](#)
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST!!!

Breast Cancer Awareness Month

Stop by the #CañadaLibrary and checkout our new #BreastCancer display. Get informed and get involved. October is #PinkOctober, come by the library and get a ribbon today! Show support all month long!

New Database: Statista

Statista offers statistics on everything from business, politics, society, and more. Find statistics, infographics, industry reports, industry forecasts and more! Watch the video below to learn more.
Food for Fines

Our Food for Fines program is coming back Oct. 26th until Dec. 18th! If you have fines for late items from participating libraries you can clear them by donating non-perishable food. Come into the library starting Oct. 26th to learn more.